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:Fr. Ewing
On

Communism
Editor's N dte' This is the third article on
Communism by the Rev. Thomas Ewing, S.
J .. professor of history at CarroU.
Lc~t
closin~

•

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1fARCH 11, 1936

Midnight Limit
Set on Carroll
Jubilee Prom

Conquering .Debate T earn Returns Home From
Annual Trip After Meeting Downstate Colleges
Defeat Three l(entucky Schools

Birmingham, Joliet and
Committee Seek Student
Opinion on Three Plans

we be accused of maliciously
our eye. to the good points of
Communism, we hasten to admit that
it has one great
virtue, the jewel of
consi<,tency. It is
con ·istently antiChristian. Some
p c r ' o n s and
groups in their
hatred of an idea
allow themselves
to be drawn from
their premi es, but
not Communists.
However, the
very consistency
of th"'ir philo oRev. Thomas
phy betrays them
Ewing, S. J.
into an inconsistency in their program.
And not a trifling inadvertence which
all but the mean-minded critic would
pass over, but a lapse in which they
implicitly deny the major point in their
philosophy.

In spite of the very serious obstacle of
tradition-shattering time limit, the committee for the Golden Jubilee Promenade
of John Carroll Univer ity is rapidly
working toward the completion of its
plans.
According to an edict, issued by His
Excellency, the Most Rev. Joseph
Schrembs, D. D., the annual promenade
mu'st end by midnight. With this definite
proclamation governing them, members
of the committee are weighing the feasibility of a fonnal dinner dance against
the practicability of an innovation of a
daring departure in the ·way of promenade , which they will announce at a
future date.
The question as to wbetber or not the
traditional dance would be held has been
definitely settled, according to a report
issued by Paul Joliet, Prom King, whon
a majority of the commhtee voted in fa vor of continuing the annual affair at any
cost.

Explains
Present Day Set-Up

Masterston Named
Prom Queen

No.9.

Carroll Men Successful in Debates With Ohio Wesleyan,
Capital, Wittenberg, Xavier, Transylvania, Kentucky
Wesleyan, Georgetown and Marietta

f

By Richard L. Leusch, '37

In the year's most brilliant performance of a Carroll aggregation in
intercollegiate competition, the debating team, representing the John Carroll Oratorical Society, swept in triumph over opposition on its southern
debate tour.
The squad, composed of Chester B. Lynn, Charles Henry and Joseph
P. Sullivan "·ith Charles R. Brennan as student manager, won eight debates, lost one and participated in one no-decision contest, as it visited the
collegiate meccas of southern Ohio and Kentucky.
The organization under the able direction of the Rev. Charles l\IcDevitt Ryan, S. ]., has compiled a phenomenal record during the pa t
decade. In line "·ith thi establishcd precedent the road team returned la t Saturday from its annual jaunt with the above satisfactory results to imprint on the records of the society. To pile up
Union Appoints Committee to
these results the Carroll representaAid Gallagher and
tiYes participated in ten debates in
Captains in New Collections
eight days.
With increasing vigor, the John CarFirst Debate
roll building drive has been renewed by
At Ohio Wesleyan

Students Work
In Parish Drive

Tire Rmt. Charles 111. Dm;itt R·yau
S. l., head of the Euglfsh ami f'ublic
speaking departments of John aarroll
U11i7-<ersity again coached his d aters
to victory on tlzcir a111wal so Itt hen•
tour.

Miss Eleanor Masterson, graduate of
Communism explains the present setup, the political, social, economic and St. Vincent's Charity Hospital School of
religious institution and their interre- Nursing, has been chosen Prom Queen
lation, as the working out of ine..xorable by Joliet. It is expected that Miss Mas.As the team began its downstate swing
law.: of the mat rial univer,.-.
, fan ters n will fill her position of honer with
a week ago Thursday the firt debate was
has not fashi~1ncd hi~ own institutions, a much grace as any ofher predeces ors.
Today the prom question, with its time
held with Ohio \Vesleyan at Delaware,
or modified his environment consciousOhio. Carroll, upholding the affirmative
ly and of set purpo e, for this would im- ramifications, will be submitted to a vote
(Continued oa Page 4)
ply in man an element higher than in assembly to determine student opinion.
mere matter, something rational in its
method and spiritual in its object. To
One Joke LeadsFind Budget Cut; Seek
-To Another
so assert would be to deny the operaDuring the same student mass
The
highlight of last 'liieek's mass
Underwriting for Prom
tion of blind material evolution, which
meeli1~g P.f.r. Bill Deckman spouted
meeti11g was Cwkie McCarthy's
alone is accountable for the world as
Despite advance publicity the nredicted
forth a11 harangue from the floor.
expositicm uf the faculty's mzderit is today. This is the pet dogma of
fireworks failed to materialize at t[1e CarHis dissertation dealt 'lEith the
handedness. }.fr. Cookie claims
Communism, that there is in the world
roll Union meeting a week ago Tuesday.
strictness of the faculty with rethat that same facrtlty has planted
nothing but matter and the blind forces
Temporary approval of a new Gonstitugard to tardi11css for nine o'clock
that give it hape and direction. There
stoolies and stooges among our
tion and a ~ort report from th.e treasclasses u•hich meet at 11i11e tm.
is no such thing as mind, as distinct
rm~ks far the express PllrPose of
urer's offi~e on the Union's budg'e t were
B.ill thi11ks that five 1niuute tardfrom matter.
findin,q out the malcontents ar01md
the highspots of the session.
itU!ss should be Permilted, pointing
the school.
And as for a spiritual sub tance,
orrt tlzat the North CmtraJ deLittle Discussion Before
likewi!ie di tinct from matter, tho inherMr. Do11ald Birmingham, apwands that one be present at only
Passing
ing in it and manifest in its movements,
pointed Mr. Cookie as chief stoolie
85% of the mecti11gs of a cla.ss. Ta
Discussion, expected to ~:each a, heated
wily, that is plain non ense, the vicious
and stooge catcher uPPer wither.
support his claim he lzeld that if
stage when the revised constitution wa
teaching of religionists who scheme by
The Carroll News has been trying
one were 2 minutes late fw a fifty
placed before the house, was com~mritive
this doctrine and its consequences, to
to raise money to buy Mr. Cookie
milmte class he would be there
ly tame. Student representativE:s were
enchain mankind to the chariot of rea chromium plated silvered gold
98% of the class period. Bill's ma.tll
· almost unanimous in marking the(r stamp
ligion, in which they ride with ali the
badge to aid MY. Coakie i1~ case
is on a par with his tardilwss reaof approval on a proposal which promised
arroga nce of a conqueror.
aaybody gets him 111ixed ttp for a
soning-just a little off, Orrr staff
be
highly
debatable.
The
majority
of
'to
stwlie or siO<?ge.
Materialism Must
m<~flzematician reports that 48 out
the controversy raged over the: minor
Students should be proud of srtcll
Be Upheld
of 50 minutes equals 96% perfect.
consideration as to whether the Carroll
a uum a11Umg their mtmbers for it
But just to keep the records
. \cconlingly, anything that breaks the
Union should retain its traditional name
siiO'ws bcy01uJ a d01wt that the
straight, Bill, tlze 85% means 85%
dead kvcl of materiali m, that would
or whether a new name should b ! adopt:younger gmera/um is 01~ the lookof the total clusses ,.ot 85% of the
ed. After this minor issue had b<:en dis( Ccmtinut?d on Page 3)
out for stoolies and stooges. Contotal minutes. lf .;•orr and Cookie
posed of, the constitution was adopted
gralttlations Air. Cookie. Y011 deget forts bcjorc:you go into your act,
with little more commenl Don Binningser.;e tile m.
tlzc efforts won't be sa ludicrous.
ham, president of the Union, h,as sub( Continued 011 Page 3)

Union Passes
Constitution

Scientific Academy
Elects Officers
Pick Comm,ittee to Discuss
Intercollegiate Club

The John Carroll Scientific Academy
held its election on Thursday, farch 5.
Juhn Landers was elected president, and
William Vogt vice-president. John Rae
and Armos Loyer were unanimously reelected secretary and treasurer respectively.
The Society has taken definite action
concerning the formation of an intercollegiate organization. At the meeting of
March S, a vote ·was taken and a vast
majority of the member showed themselves desirous of such action. A committee was named composed of Dick Roy,
William Vogt, and Michael Wolf to investigate the pos ibilities.
Prospective speakers for the remainder
of the year include Dr. M. Lelyn Branin
of the Biology Department, who will lecture after the Easter vacation.
The Club is extending a welcome to any
men de~irous of membership.

Commerce Club
Holds Banquet
One-Act Play to Be
Presented at Next Meeting
The next regular meeting of the Carroll Commerce Club will take place on
Friday, March 20, at Anders Cafeteria.
Anthony Oleksi, President of the club,
will preside.
The feature pot on the program for
this meeting will be occupied by a oneact play, entitled "Standard Costs at The
Painesville Pie Plate Corporation." Included in the cast for the play are the
!essrs. William Schul and Leonard
Lindner, who have generously donated
their services for the club's benefit. These
two gentlemen are accountants at the Perfection Stove Co., and are prominent in
accounting circles throughout the city,

John Parnin Jrroves He's One
Guy Who Has School Spirit
There were not many men around the
school who knew that Carroll had a
basketball team this year. But jlhere is
one who not only knew that they :tad one
but actually went to see a maj lrity of
the games.
He is John Parniu, sophomore·. John
has attended all but two games, \ hich is
much more than can be said for a11y other
member of the university. Witho•ut trying to go mushy on you, and set im up
s an example of school spirit, we. would
like to call attention to the fact that here
is typified some of that loyalty to . school
that one hears so much about.
The first game that John missed was
the one against Youngstown. This game
came on the night following t e announcement that five members of t e team
had been named ineligbile. Ab< ut the
onfy ones who !mew anything about the
game were, Coach Mike Koken 1 nd the

members of the team. The other game
was at Akron.
John is an unpretentious member of
the student body, but his friends know
him as a good fellow and a "swell" tap
dancer. Since he has not missed any of
the Big Four games in which Carroll
competed, we consider him capable of
naming a team representing the league.
He picks: Center, 'Volanski; guards,
Haerr of B- W and Mlckovsky of Case;
Forwards, Fleishman and Katzenmeyer
of Reserve.
With all this, however he thinks that
Darmy Mormile is the best guard in the
city and that if the players can keep
eligible next year, they will have one of
the best teams in Northern Ohio. He
thinks that the best way to get the students to attend, is to offer them a girl's
preliminary before each game.

a large group of student and alumni
solicitors. These individuals under the
direction of the -Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher,
S. ]., head of the drive, have volunteered
to help raise funds from the pledges.

Prospect Cards
Out for Twenty Parishes
Already the prospect cards have been
distributed for about twenty parishes.
Twenty-seven parishes are to be canvassed. All money collected will be directed to the payment of the new buildings and furniture equipment which was
purchased this year. No report is ready
for publication concerning the collections,
but early returns point to a successful
campaign.
Captains of the various parishes will
direct action in each of their regions.
Don Birmingham, president of the Carroll Union, has appointed a special committee to aid the directo~: and captains
in the drive.

Ceraldi Gets Lead
In French Club Play
To Present "Service d' Ami"
After Easter Vacation
The Club St. Charles of John Carroll
University at its fi rst meeting February
26, 1936, decided to give a play in French.
It is titled "Service d' Ami".
The cast includes the following men:
Bernard Ceraldi and John Czyzak have
leading roles; others in the play include
Vincent 1Iarquard, Frank Hearns and
John Die!le. The play will be given after
the Easter holidays in the Carroll Auditorium. The stage setting will be designed by Clayton Lange and Jack English, who designed the stage for "Yellow Jack'',
The secretary of the club read the letter which they had sent to the "Courrier
des Etats Unis", and in which were out1ined the activities of the club since its
organization. The letter approved by the
members was immediately sent to New
York; within a few days the paper will
publish the work of Carroll's French
Club and copies will be mailed to all the
members.

--
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•.. ear•·oll teants
ean too 'vin ...
Last week the repre entatives of the Carroll Oratorical Society swept through their annual Southern jaunt with an impressive striJ1g of victorie~ .
The Oratorical Society has given to Carroll tins
year what every other school foray in intercollegiate
competition has failed to provide-a winner. 11oreover the efforts put forth by this organization have
been' consistently brilliant and have resulted in almost monotonous regularity in victories for John
Carroll University year after year.
\Vith these facts in mind, it is easy to reckon
the vast amount of favorable publicity amassed by
these Carroll representatives throughout intercol·
legiate circles during the past decade. The publicity value of the e tours is further enhanced by
the fact that no other competitive group in the
university has been able to spread consistently the
name of John Carroll ill a favorable light.
We salute the Oratorical Society for giving a
winner to John Carroll UniYersity-a winner which
consistently provides favorable publicity for John
Carroll University. However, we urge the Oratorical Society to widen its scope, to embrace more
territory, to give us a longer draught of the wine
oi victory. Instead o{ a Southern tour we wou1d
recommend that the organization send reprcsentatin·s South, East and \Vest. \Ve realize that such
a step would require a larger budget. But since
this group is the only consistent Carroll winner in
intercollegiate circles, we believe that steps should
be taken to remove this difficulty, to utilize the
winning capabilities of the organization. Again we
saluatc you, Carroll Oratorical Society 1

..• band treats
oberlin nteet ••.
The John Carroll Band is to be the next student
organization to represent the school before the public. Although they will repre~cnt Carroll out of
the city, it is ju. t as important that they do as fine
a job as if they were appearing; before a home town
audience. In some re,;pects it is c1·cn more important, for the manner in which they conduct
themsch·cs and the quality of their program will
determine for many of the audience the kind of
school they come from. Carroll wisbe~ to prc~cnt to the public only the \'Cry best.
The product must be finished in 11 hatncr field we may
choose to rcpre~ent. The Little Theatre Societv
in their recent pr<•duction ha1·e gi\'Cn the Carroil
Band a mighty high standard to uphold. 'Vc feel
sure that the band will !)resent an e<JUally fine
program for our fri~·nds in Oberlin.

•.• h·ish or 11ot,
~ t.
ge
. 111 pa1•ad e '. •••
t. Patrick's Day. The day on which is commemorated the memory of Ireland's favorite saint.
In Cle,·eland the Irish element is planning- a gigantic parade. Carroll, being partly Irish, but
above all being Catholic, should be represented in
any function that is meant for the furtherance of
Catholici ·rn. whether it be Iri~h. German or Indian. Therefore, Carroll calls upon it· students to
support thi: program. , · ot to ~ympathize with it,
for such action is taken for granted. But to support
it hy being in the parade.
\\'e owe thanks to John J. 0':\Iallry of 1IcGoray Bros. Funeral Home for again backing the
university contingent. Through him the marchers
will be provided with some sort of costume fitting
the occasion. Sitwe all thi' consideration ha · bc:en
given us by a m:-m in no way atTiliated with the
'chool it seem. reasonable that \H', who are vitally
interl'st d in our ~rhool should go out uf our way
to make the parade a "uccc>s ,o far as Carroll is
conc~rned. Go out and march on :'If arch 17. :\fard1
to the mu:ic of the Carroll Band. And for once
make Carroll look big l

••. athletie board
keeps promise ..•

A FEW THAT
WEBSTER MISSED

The athletic board has set aside an appropriation
for a track team for this season. This is in keeping with the promise made by that grou{> last year,
and though they have not yet provided us with a
coach, it seems plausible that if some member of
the faculty could be named to supervise a team,
a group of men could round out a g roup without a
coach, and still good enough for college competition.
The job would then no longer be up to the athletic board but rather to the students. Last year
we showed ourseh·cs as highly desirous of a team.
Let us keep showing the athletic board that we
meant it. If provision is made for a team, if proYision is made for a director, and if provision is
made for a practice field, the students should and
must show enough enthusiasm to merit the retention
of teams in the future.

..__ ___ By Eugene F. Gleason---- -

•••
men read? •••

Beachcomber, n . a sea-coast boondoggler; one
who combs beaches. Why anyone would want
to com•b a beach is a mystery to us. No matter
how good the job, the first wind would muss it
something terrible.

For the information of some students, or rather
some members of Carroll, we would like to impart
the information that our uni,·ersity has a library.
It is situated on the north end of the administration
building and is on the third floor.
\\'e give you this information because we feel
that some members of our stud~nt body hayc been
unaware of the existence of a library. Of course,
there mav be some men who can not read, but for
tho ·c wl;o can, \l·e recommend the library as a
place suitable for obtaining literature of every
type. :.\fr. Frank Suhaldolnik has pro\'ed himself a
master in the cataloguing of books and magaincs.
There is a special section of the reading r oom
de,·otcd to the magazine section. The book stacks
arc situated at the very entrance to this room and
one may always find someone to charge books.
Therefore, we ask you to take a look at our li·
brary. \V e do not say that you must stay there;
but" at least sec what 1Ir. Suhaldolnik has to offer.

•.• eat•J•oll a'vaits
bisltop's addt·ess ...
For the first time since Carroll has entered its
new quarters, His Excellency, the Most Rev.
Jo eph Schrembs, D. D., Bishop of the Diocese of
Ciel·cland, will appear before the students in his
official capacity. This i~ a di ·tinct honor, and
each Carroll man should look f rward to the occasion with joyiul anticipation. The present plan
is that His Excellency will address the student conyocation on \\·cdncsday, March 18. This is the
day preceding His Excellency's namesday and for
this reason alone Carroll should be proud to recci,·e him as a guest. Besides this there is the
respect any Catholic should bestow upon his Bishop.
\Ve should look up to His Excellency as the
leader in all Catholic activities. In cases of morals
and conduct, he is our judge. Carroll men, look
forward to 1farch 18. It is a day upon which
you ~hall be addressed by your beloved bishop, the
).fost Rev. Joseph Schrembs, D. D.

••• eommittee h·ets
too mneh .•.
Several years ago Hi, Excellency, the Mo·t
Re\'. Joseph Schrcmbs, D. D., informed the faculty
and student body of every local Catholic school
that all school ~ocials must he closed by midnight.
:\!though this order was from its inception flagrantly Yiolatcd by academic~ and colleges in greater CleYeland the order remained. Recent ly His
Excellency sent another letter to John Carroll. HG
rcque~led that .T ohn Carroll, the only univer ity id
the diocc>c of Clc1·eland, set the example for the
other Catholic schools in the Yicinitv and obedientlv abide bv hi· rule. \Visclv .choot official and
·tudcnt leaders have seen fit t~ do so.
In so doing the committee in charge of our Golden
Judilec Prnm arc confronted with a real financial
problem. \\'ill the Carroll student body and alumni support a prom which will end at twelcve o'clock?
The prom committee continues to make its plans.
l ts members arc confident that Carroll students will
support their annual prom even if it is held out on
our muddy and uninviting campus some Sunday
afternoon between the hours of four and five. The
1\ ews believes that the committee's belief is well
iounded. The .. 'cws believe.- that in a much as a
prom is :uch a necessary climax of the social acti,·ities of the schola:tic year the local student body
and alumni in sizeable numbers \1 ill attend. \\'hether
the place be the main ballroom of a downtown
hotel or the snwking room in the old Carroll building ba<emcnt, whether Guy Lombardo or Father
Kiefer'· jazz makers furnish the music, whether
the festivities terminate at midnight or last throughout the night. whether the admission fee be three
dollars or fi1·c dollars, a large enough group of
Carroll men "ill attend. Its financial success is
already assured.
The .:\l'ws wi>hes to remind the prom committee
oi that CJld Chin<·,;~ ada.gc whid1 explained that we
l':lnnot pre1 cnt the birds of sorrow from flying
o'er our hc:tds but we can prevent them from building nests in our hair.

Use, pron. denotes second person singular, as
in the phrase: "use guys."
Gnow, a. expression of refusal, negation, etc.
Bivalve, n. a cornet, with one valve gone.
Cheese, exclamation of surprise; chagrin. Derived from an old East Saxon phrase of the same
general meaning: "bully cheese!"
Tanker, v. t. imperative, e. g. "if d' lady gives
yer some candy, don't fergit tuh tanker."
Quoit, a. nearly so; almost, but not quoit.
Abasement, n. (this is almost TOO easy) See
ARCHITECTURE.

Amble, v. i. to walk at a somewhat rusty gait.
The fat man's version of a stroll.
Stooge, n. 1. A rat in sheep's clothing 2. a
retired hobo's apprentice. 3. a man-like creature
which devotes itself to being socked on the forehead by Irish comedians.
Beaconeers, n. name given members of a notorious band of Chinese lighthouse-snatchers
who terrorized the coast of Dahomey in the
1860's. The Beaconeers stole nothing but lighthou es, which they carried away in row'boats.
To them we owe the phrase: "bringing home the
beacon."
Watcher, interrogation; inquiry into the action
of someone el e, as; "Watcher tink yer doin'?"
Lie-bury, n. a place where all the lies of au th ors, past and present, lie buried in books.
Ambulance, n. Motorized conveyance for the
sick or wounded. Modem ambulances, which
attain a speed of eighty miles per hour, have
been known to reach the scene of accidents almost as soon as the first lawyer.
Fiat, Expression of a wish or yearning, Used
as a subjunctive e. g. "fiat a mill ion dollar <, etc.
etc."
Nertz, modern poetic word, coined by Edgar
A. Guest, to form a suitable rhyme for "shirts."
X o particular meaning.
Spite, v. i. past tense only. Gazed at secretly,
in the manner of a ew York columnist.
Respite the second look.
Burden, n. that which is carried or borne. Cf;
"A burden the band is worth two in the shrubbery."
Pun, n. that which wreaks havoc with language, upsets the digestive processes, splits
homes wide open, and-by being the lowest form
of humor-is therefore the foundation of all wit.
Remorse, n. mental mi ery over past fumbles.
The state of feeling beloved by Schopenhauer,
the g reat pessimist, whose motto was: "Remorse, the merrier."
Grunt, n. a bass animal cry, emitted by rasslin g pachyderms in moments of severe travail.
Hanse, n. One half of a juggling team that
used to play the four-a -day tank town circuit
between Podunk and Murdock ] unction; usually
billed as "Hanse und Fritz.; conjurers extraordinairc."
Hara-kiri, n. a Japanese custom whereby one
save one's fac e by jabbing one's self in the midriff with a pig-sticker.
Heartburn, n. "Yo u may call it indigestion ,
but I still call it love."-Russ Columbo (from
the "Reply to \Veb ste r.")
Meander, a complicated gas-house term for
blood-relation As: "Who do yuh wanna see,
meander meruncle ?"
Exotic, a. foreign. Thought to mean "romantic," "glamorous," "fascinating" and so on, by
imported actre ses who study English under
Sam Goldwyn.
Serge, n. Y ou may serge everywhere, but
none can compare with the shine on a suit made
of this (here, here Gentle Reader-put down
that flatiron .)
Simper, n \Vh
tempts to mile.

happens when a simp at-

Versed, a Acquainted with, or skilled in. A
butcher, for examp le, might be said to •be weinerversed.
Vex, v . t. 1. to seal with vex, as a letter.
2. "So I vex him one with a beer bottle" . . .
Disraeli.

Qi CE

ag·ain the Holy season of Lent has engulfed us. Our gay parties, hilarious delectations and our accelerative lives in general have
abated and given way to the more serious thoughts
of the passion and death of our Lord. Per iods of
this type o~fer resistance to the progress of your
sagacious scribes. However, througt) the tireless
efforts of our faithful stooges, we believe we shall
be able to weather the opposition which confronts
us.

* * * *
R OUND ONE,-In Which We Ask Questions:
Wonder why so many young ladies request
that Frank Hurd be tagged with the moniker,
"Burr-lip"? . . . How does Alma Mater enlarge
her buildings and her tuition, and yet shrink the
budget of her Student Union? . . . Who can tell
ary Allen wouldn't go to the Keno
us why
Party with Jamesie (E quire) Grant? . . . What
frosh moto:rist knocked a hobo for a loop last
week along Carnegie Ave.? . . . \Vhy was J uel
\Vard so upset last Friday nitc . . . (this is one
we can ani;wer) . . . After· this Billy Brennan
please be omt time .•

* * •

•

R OUND TWO,-In Which Puissant Fingers
Spell Dirt: Tony Muni's little Fri. Eve
Party had all the elements for a hilarious riot . ..
Winnie Gil•tnore is the young lady who took special care of the last issue of the Carroll News ...
Dan Mornule got that love-lorn look on his face
from too many delayed departures from Charity
Hosp . . . Eileen O'Leary's heart is all aflutter
for a certain librarian . . . A blond soph at St.
Aug's might be able to tell Ger r ie Kavanagh why
she missed a recent dance . . . Dick Roy is flying
high with Janet Hart (U) by giving her the model
aeroplanes ~ e builds in his spare moments . . .
Bill McMahon really must be getting serious for a
change. He presented Caroline Collison (Charity)
with a clock for a Valentine and just recently went
the co t of a new radio for the same Miss . ..
That verdaj~t datester, Bill Poland, pestered Gerrie
Brunner ( ;he Seton :Hill gal) to death on her
recent week-end visit •.. (Gosh that was a tough
round) . . .

*

* * *

R OGI':D THREE,- In \\'hich W e Adumbrate
Happe ings: Dark clouds lurk over the JCU
Prom. 'vV at a disappointment it will be to a
certain your g lady from 23rd and Central who has
already pur-chased her Prom-paraphernalia. However, take it from us, dickers have already been
attempted jwith Emerson Gill, Gene Beecher and
Tom D'Orsay . .. On or about the 20th of March
a group o ND girls headed by Heavenly Helen
Dowling will journey to Oberlin College to attend the Ohio Students' Conference on Public Affairs ... A Sodality dance has been planned to be
given on a:; early a date as po siblc following the
Easter vacation. Eleanor O'Malley will make ar.
rangements and will be assisted by the following:
Jen Houck, Kay Cronin, Mary Gaube!, Peg Hurley,
Margaret I)chring, Mary \Volf, Mary Lou Cantilion . . . French Club's first play starring Bernie
Ceraldi will go off immediately after Easter vacation .•.

* • • •
R OUND FOUR,-Which Deals With Trivialities: I;Jur apologies to Betty 1cGee and Ann
Parnin, who were not counted at the last Intercol
French med held at U-so that makes five from
D ... The two biggest boarders in Bernet Hall
are Pat 1flllia and Larry Sch r oeder . . . Fire hose
adornes thee JCU halls . . . Mr. Wei s, Carroll
German Prof, receives threatening note from one
of his students . . . Billy Deckman is the fell ow
who was on the receiving end of the wet sponge
fired by one of the slightly perturbed charwomen.
(For gosh sakes, Billy, don't get one of them good
and sore)
.. Peg Mathews' dad owns the pent
house on lOP of the Harris Calor ific Co. which
overlooks C leveland's shipyard ; that's right in our
neighborhO<>d, Peg; so next time you toss a party
how's about an invite? . .. That stolen Car Corporation of Bob Williams and Harry Lance has finally
been returned-shucks ... Phi Delta Rho dance at
Porter's bar!] wasn't so hot; now girls don't take
offense but next time feed . . . Ann Stanton has a
private office in the Hill Clutch Co . . . . AI Benedict had a great time last ~fond . at Palace tossing
his hat in the aisle and having a cute usherette pick
it up for him . . . Most hearty congratulations to
our debate team for their splendid work .. . Decanal notes will once again spell dismissal for some
of our boy~; .. . Hear that Mary Whitaker (Spokane, Wash.) who resides on Shaker Blvd., rates
a Shamrock for the swell leap year party she gave
. . . that :;tudy in red was there, we mean 1Ir.
Schedcl and :Miss Hlavin ... Mary Agnes Hickey
and Mary Conry are all set for the Carroll Prom
and the Golden Jubilee Glee Club Conce rt . . .
Colletta \Valsh ( U) finally received her long
awaited letter, it came in form of a box of Fla.
fruit . . . Berry Cavagna and Kay Humphries
monopolize the connection between JCU and ~D

(Co11li11ued
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Who's Who?

1

'--T-hi_s_w-ee_k_'_"e_p_r_es_e_n_t_f_o_r_y_o_ur
__a _ p _ - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . J
proval a member of the senior class
whom, in all probability, you are already
acquainted with. For Wilfred "Red"
Schedel is well known to most Carroll
students.

Wilfred Schedel

held up at the point of a gun five times
as a drug store clerk. Recently he was
a cashier in a state Liquor Store until
his boss shot himself. During the past
four years Schedel has al so operated a
Officer in
business of his own-the Edgewater T enLittle Theatre Society
"Red" has been an officer of the Little nis Shop, which specializes in restringing
Theatre Society for the past two years; tennis racquets and selling frames.
in addition to this he was stage manager To Receive
of last year's play and General Produc- Ph.B. in June
tion Manager and a member of the cast
In June Schedel will receive his Ph. B.
for the recent drama "Yellow Jack" . degree. After that he has ambitions (and
When the committee for the 1936 Golden prospects, we might add) of becoming
·Jubilee Prom was announced, Wilfred an efficiency expert. Schedel has demSchedel's name appeared on the list; this onstrated on numerous occasions that he
was to be expected, for very few of his possesses all the necessary qualifications
cia s's dances have passed without the for success ; therefore we believe that the
benefit of his service on the committee. end of his college course will mark the
Schedel's out - of - school experiences start of a highly successful career in the
have been varied and interesting. He was business world.

II

Father Ewing on Co~,;;unism--- ~

(Contimwd from Page 1)
dominate or direct the matter around it,
must be beaten down. Personality, except as an instrument of historical
forces, is such a spectre that rises, like
Banquo's ghost, to disturb the guests,
and it must be laid. Lenin taught that
individual longing for higher things,
both here and hereafter, is the cause
of all the sorrows of mankind. Since
the source of these longings is the individual soul, that evil element must be
eliminated, and in its place must 'be
substituted the mass mind, the conglomerate instinct of the race, which,
Lenin avers, is the sole source of all
human motive and action. Only when
man has been reduced to the level of
brute creation, with merely animal desires, can he find his happiness.

Family Lllnits
State Authority
The family, as an entity coming before society and for whose &ake society
exists, is another spectre at the feast,
for its presence' iimits the absolute authority of the state to shape society
according to its own arbitrary design.
It, too, must be exercised with bell,
book and candle, accompanied •by all
the anathemas of which Lenin was a
past master. Personality, both in the
concept of the Creator and in man
made to His image and likeness, and
the family, as the end for which society exists, are the twin noon-day
devils in the Communist Faith. Pok-

'Round and 'Round
(Ca1~tinued

fr(}m Page 2)
about three morns a week . . . Ronnie
Roach informs us that the Mt. St. Joe
Prom was a grand success •.. Simile of
the month: As persistent as Ralph Vince's
failure to appear at a Union meeting ...
Peg O'Malley's Fri eve parties are phonies, so say Dick Domanski, Leo Arbeznik
and Jim Siffin who have all been disappointed ... We finally found a word that
describes Charley Bynane : sonsy . • .
Well, we've kayoed it in four rounds; so
we're going out to celebrate St. Pat's Day.
Sure and we hope you'll all be there to
help us shout "Erin Go Bragh" • . .
Meet the twiql'itous Slippy McGee

The saud i1' aur sandwich, the Yea i1~

our tea.
Tho he tries to t11tpress
der01~S

tiS

'With pcm-

talking,
He st1ll taaks to tiS like a nightmare
out walki1~.

Guild Party
March 17

That's What You Think

On Tuesday, March 17, the John Carroll Senior Guild will hold an afternoon
card party and social in honor of St.
Patrick's Day. The party will be held
at the Guild parlors of the former John
Carroll University, situated on \V. 30th
and Carroll Ave.
A small admission of twenty-fi,·e cents
will be charged. There will be a prize
for each table. Refreshments will a! o
be served.
Hostesses for the afternoon will be
Mrs. Frank E. O'Connell and :Mrs. Frank
']. Stern. They will be assisted by a committee composed of 1frs. James A. Farrell, Mrs. Thomas J. Clifford, Mrs. Philip
T. Weyand, Mrs. Joseph Richman, Mrs.
George Fuerst, and Mrs. Charles T. Conroy.
The Guild cordially inrites the mothers
of the Carroll students and their friends
to attend.

Attends
St. Ignatius High
Schedel first greeted Cleveland and the
rest of the world on May 29, 1914. St.
Rose's parochial school, whence come
so many outstanding Carrollites, provided him with his elementary education.
He then took his talents to St. Ignatius
High School, where he proceeded to establish a fine scholastic record, to say
nothing of belonging to many student organizations and participating in athletics.
Since his enrollment at Carroll Schedel
has found time to maintain a high standing in his studies, take part in campus
activities and athletics, and still finance
his education.
The varsity tennis team has included
Schedel's name since his sophomore year;
last year he captained the netters. In his
freshman and junior years Schedel was a
member of the championship team in the
Intramural Basketball League. So much
for his athletic achievements.
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rov ki, an accredited
philosopher
among the faithful, wrote, "Personality
is only the instrument with which history works. Perhaps the time will come
when these instruments will be artificially constructed, as today we make
an electric accumulator." Lunacharsky,
who has already taken his bow in these
pages, must be called back from the
wings to speak his piece on the family:
"One may say that the family is the
perennial source of individual and traditional ideas; its destruction, therefore,
is in full harmony with the aim of Communism, which is the creation of collectivist men and women."

Grant Premises and
Communism Is Consistent
Quite consistent throughout, and an
excellent scheme if you grant the premises and then prize consistency more
than truth. But the strain imposed by
the rules of logic has been too great.
An dwhen dawn breaks upon the session devoted to ways and means of
making the system work, we find the
garbage collector bus ily shovelling the
broken bits of Communist philosop hy
into his cart along with the oth er refuse. It was such a lovely mug, but
you couldn't drink from it. Or like the
trick cups used to enliven parties during prohibition days, it spilled its contents down your shirt-front.
To what does Communism make its
appeal, antecedent to the Re volution,
if it is not to the mind of man? Surely they don't admit appealing to his
animal instincts. And yet unless they
admit in man a fa culty essentially different from that of the beasts, t he faculty of reason and will inherent in his
spiritual soul and g iving him personality, they are inco nsistent and downright uncharitable in not taking into
their counsels what one of th eir number called "our four-handed fellow citizens" the apes. Why don't they address the birds and th e bees?
And what of these "laws" they invoke so sed ulously? Are th ey emanations of matter or of mind? And wasn't
it mind that created Marxism itself
Communism proposes to give to eve ryone according to his cultural needs.
But culture is of the spi rit--our animal
needs are the same for all.
No, it was too much to expect, that
Communism would be consistent even
with itself. Sorrowfully we are forced
to withdraw the accolade bestowed in
our opening paragraph. Error thrives
on error; only the truth is consistent
throughout.

Webster and Gleason
Represent Carroll
Keith Webster and Eugene Gleason
have been selected to represent John Carroll in the Scripps-Howard state-w ide
speech contest. The topic of their speeches
is the proposal that Ohio should adopt
a one-house legislatur e.
Webster has the affirmative, Gleason
the negative. Both men will meet winner from seven nearby colleges in the
di trict round to be held some time after
).farch 14 in Cleveland.

Union ·Passes
Constitution
(Co11tinued from Page 1)
mitted the proposal to Dean Bracken for
his approval.
As the treasurer's report indicated, the
budget has been reduced by a substantial
amount. It was pointed out at the meeting that this une..xpected curtailment
necessitates an immediate economical
move with regard t o future Union projects.

Explanatory Note: The Carroll News will print in each edition a cross-section of student opinion on a question of current interest. The News agsumes no responsibility for
statements appearing in this column.

What Do You Think of tlae Car roll New ?
Keith Webster: \Vhy not
be" consistent, the circulation
department ought to be put
under the same strict supervi ion that the advertis ing and
editorial departments enjoy.

twice a month and the fellows really wait for it. I think
that the editors ·hould double
their effort to get us a track
team and some intra-mural
athletics.

Clayton Lange: I think the
Carroll N;•ws i a true gem
among college newspapers. Its
courage, freedom of expresion and social consciousness
ha,-e endeared it to my heart
for all time.

Bernard Ceraldi: In keeping with the progress of the
1..' nin: rsity the John Carroll
.\' c·ws has reached the point
where it fulfills practically
every requirement of the ideal
college newspaper.

Tom Heffernan: The paper
is well written, but is entirely
too much under faculty supervi ion.

Bill Brennan: The staff of
the Carroll Kew is to be commended. The cloak of hibernation which ha graced the
shoulders of past publications
has been thrown off and in its
stead we find alertne s, awareness and aggres iveness as
e' idenced by it new columnheadings. However, further
progre s mu t be made in the
direction of freedom, to make
the X ew ~ what we want it: a
Carroll ~ cws entirely by and
for Carroll student .

Joe Palguta: Tn my e timation, the Carroll X c·ws is one
of the best school papers published in this section of the
country. It compares favorably with the publications of
other leading schools of the
mid-west. This is not only
my opinion; I think the entire student body will agree.
Bob Cauley: I 'believe the
Carroll X 1!1.VS is on a par with
any co I I e g e newspaper in
northern Ohio. It is localized
sufficiently to hold the interest of students living in the
immediate vicinity of Cleveland and its extensive scope
merits the attention of students outside the city of
Cleveland.
George Quinlan: I think
lhat the Carroll N!!7.,•S is one
of the things a r o u n d the
school that students really
look forward to. It comes out

jim Priebe: Its the lousiest
rag ever printed. It is cenored too sh·ercly by the faculty and others.
John Frawley Carey:
(Censored.)
Jim Siffin:
The Carroll
l\' ews gives full evidence of
being properly supervised.
l\' ot only has it met with the
approval of the student body,
but it ha successfully commanded the admiration of its
outside readers.

Now it's your turn to accept
P. A's. NO-RISK OFFER!
JT'S MILO
ANO SWELL·
TASTING!

I TRIED P. A.IT WAS EVEN

BETTER
THAN I
EXPECTED

"P. A. is mild and smooth- with never a
touch of harshness," says George Demas, '36.

~i;

~
pipefulo of fra •
grant tobacco in

50

every 2-oonce tin

of Prinec Albert

SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS UNDER NO-RISK OFFER
Smoke 20 frail' rant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don' t find It the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, r eturn the pocket tjn w i th tbe
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we wlU refund full purchase price, plus po$lage.

(Signcd) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRJ" GE ALB ERr·~::::::·
···'-~·

,_\,;
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Band Represents Carroll in
Intercollegiate Festival
On 'atunlay, 1Iarch 21, the John Carroll Band will travel to Oberlin
College to participate in the fourth Ohio Intercollegiate Band Festival.
Among the other school~ to be represented in this musical jamboree are Kent
State, Baldwin-\Vallace, \Vestern Re~erve, Ohio Northern, Bowling Green,
Akron. and Ohio University.

Band 1r~
Jlloderator
1

Band Festival
Originaled in 1929
The Ohio Intercollegiate Band Festival
moYement originated at Oberlin,on May
25, 1929. Band from six colleges took
part in the program on that day. :Not
until five years later was the second
festival held, this time at Baldwin-Wallace. Since then it has been as uming
the proportions of an annual event, \\·ith
an increasing entry list each year. The
1935 meet took place at \Vestcrn Reserve,
and was attended by ten northern Ohio
bands, including that of J. C. This year
the festival returns to the scene of it
birth and give indications of a more
colorful performance than any of its predecessors.

Invite ~tudenls
To Attend
fr. Jack Hearns, director of the Carroll Band, has announced that the students of Carroll are invited to attend the
fe tival. According to 'tlfr. Hearn., the
large number of well-known bands on the
program will assure music lovers of an
entertaining afternoon.

Debate Team
Returns Home

Win Sixth traight
Over Xavier

M .

Carroll Section to March in
USlC St. Patrick's Da Parade

Box
By John Czyzak '36
In the Ia t two issues of the Carroll
Nc·;_.•s we rooted out and dissected the
main trends of modernism. In this and
subsequent articles we will consider the
subject-matter of modernist music, togcther with some of its implications.
From our consideration of the hi tory
of music, we have seen that the socioeconomic life of a people exerts a very
real influence on this art-form. Be ides
these factors, however, are others equally
important. Philosophy, for e..--,;ample, had
a definite part in the shaping of moderni ·m, and it is philosophy that constitutes
the theme of most modernist work . Kor
can we afford to overlook the present
t<41dency to link music with literature,
painting and the dance, for this attempt
at coalescence is being manifested in all
branches of art.

Examples of Philosophy's
Effect
Rev. William

J. Murphy

Set MayDay
For Concert
Glee Club Committees Start
Work on Spring Program

(Contilllt-ed frum Page 1)

ide of the que~tion, was a warded the decision by a critic judge. Proceeding
then to Columbus, Carroll met and defeated Capitol University. The Cleveland
representatives ad\'anced the negative side
of the question in the afternoon appearance, winning the critic judge's nod. Immediately alter the debate the quartet
rushed to Springfield where they met
\Vittenberg Univer:ity in a non-decision
contest.

'T'l..
.L Ite

The Annual Spring Concert of the
John Carroll Glee Club will be held on
Friday evening, May 1, at Severance
Hall. This was definitely announced at
the meeting held on March 2. At the
same meeting John Czyzak '36, president of the club, introduced the chairmen of the committees in charge of the
concert.

Carey Chairman
Of Patron Committee
J ohn Carey '36, chairman of the patron
committee announced that the patronship
will co t five dollars and will entitle the
patron to four ticket~. Claire Johnson
'35. chairman of tbe program committee,
said that the program will be made to
pay for itself this year through advertising. He said that the committee was
considering the payment of a small percentage to the solicitors of the ads.
A free ticket will be given to every
John Carroll student as an inducement
for him to bring his friends along. The
Glee Club has received no funds from
the student tuition for this purpo e, but
it wishes every student to be present at
the concert. The ticket committee is headed by Bill Reidy. John Drain, of the publicity committee began making the neces• ary arrangements in the newspapers.

In the last combat of the week-end series Carroll engaged in foren ic combat
with "avier University before an audience compo. eel of the women of ~It. St.
Joseph College. In this debate Lynn,
Henry and Sulli1·an defeated the Cincinnati debaters for the sixth consecutive win
over the arch-rival from the down~tate
~chool.
According to Brennan, tour
manager, thi · victory marked the first
time an affirmathe tram has managed
to capture a decision in Cincinnati this
year.
After the u·ual 'umlay breathing s[lcll
the Carroll aggregation auntercd on to
Dayton where they suffered the only loss
of the trip. The home team won the deci ·ion of an audience composed of novices
of the Precious Blood i terhood in Day- Louis lUarabito
Featured Tenor
ton.
As featured tenor of the Spring ConB at Undefeated
cert.
Louis Morabito will sing "LieTran yhania Team
bcstraum'' of Franz Liszt in Italian and
After the Dayton fraca the team the popular aria from \'crdi\ Rigoletto
crossed over the state line into Kentucky "La Donna fobile."
where they participated in three debates
There will be other solos, but the pro11 ith teams from the state where the 'outh gram is yet quite indefinite.
begin . Tue>day Carroll defeated Transyh·ania Colle~otc, recently crowned Kentucky state Debating Champion· when
they defeated thirty-one southern teams
in the ~tate tournament. H. L. Davis,
principal of Henry Clay High School in
Lexington. awarded the Carroll team the
Under the spon-orship of the John Cardecision over thi preriously undefeated
roll Senior Guild. the Reverend Father
trio. At \\'inche>tcr, \\'edne:;day e1·eEdward Bork.
. ].. is conducting a
ning, three judges agreed that the Clere- series of lectures at St. ~Iary's on ,V.
landcrs had vanquished Kentucky \\'e 30th St. The e lectures are ·being preleyan. In the final out-oi-statc contest sented on each Thursday afternoon durCarroll continued it. characteristic win- ing Lent.
ning streak by gaining an audience deThe topic of these lectures i "The
cision over Georgetown College.
~ra~s". In the first lecture, Father Bock
As a fitting climax to the jaunt, the trio talked on the early pagan .acrifices. The
re-entered Ohio and defeated ~[arietta next lectures will concern the phase of
twice in the same afternoon, fir. t uphold- <acrificc from the early pagans up to the
ing the affinnatin: of the Supreme Court • acrifice of the . [ass. On Hoh· Thursque tion and then, switching . tands, ad- day it is planned to present the lecture
Yancing the negative arguments.
with colurC'd slides on the , [ass.
On their return to class last J-1 ondav
Father flork's talks arc held crcrr
the reprcsentati,·es of the Oratorical S~ Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to 3 :00.
ciety recci\'cd the congratulations of the Admis_ion to these lectures is only
faculty and tudent body for their work. twenty-five cents.

Fr. Bork Addresses
Senior Guild
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·we have aid that philosophy had great
influence upon the subject-matter of modernism; the citing of concrete instances
in modern music bears out our contention. One of the finest examples for
illu tration is the tone-poem of Richard
Strauss, "Thus Spake Zarathustra."
Strauss, it seems, idolizes Friedrich
Nietzsche and attempts to convey his
philosophy of the Superman in mu ic.
Like Nietzsche, howe\'er, Strauss is confronted with the impossibility of reaching the plane of perfection, and as a reult he crumbles and is disillusioned. The
story of Zarathustra (as explained by
Romain Rolland) is this : Man, Zarathustra specifically, by virtue of his makeup, . eems puzzled about tl1e mystery of
the universe. In trying to solve it he
stumbles over religion and in it he finds
only a temporary refuge. And so he
seeks vainly e..--,;planations in the passions. Science, his ne..'Ct step, proves
fruitless, and finally he turns to laughter,
"the master of the universe", which seemingly conceals his helplessness. Zarathustra
dies and the mystery, as far as the rest
of the human race is concerned, remains
unsolved.

SLrauss Conveys
Mystery of Life
Strauss' tone-poem exactly conveys this
idea, and the fact that life to him is a
mystery which he is unable to fathom,
produces a q~cstion mark as to the purpose of his work. The manner with whid1
Zarathustra dances away to a distant
world without solving the conundrum of
life, gives the work a meaningle s motive.
If there is nothing to convey, then why
on God's earth hould the composer quibble over nothingness I To co~npose, and
at the same time compose nothing, is like
saying something (or rather nothing)
without first having an idea-quite silly.
Everything, one can venture to say,
philosophically, tends to an end. Should
the campo er begin with a definite motive
and then fail to carry this to a conclusion,
be misses the purpose of his mission, and
his value as a creati1·e artist is utterly
lost.

\Vith the John Caroll contingent, headed by the University band, at
its head, the Iri h Day Parade will swing 'nto line Tuesday, March 17th,
at 2:00p.m.
The line of march wil be down Euclid
Avenue from 21st Street to the Square,
nortH to Superior, East on Superior to
Sixth, and north to the Public Hall where
the •arade will disband. A reviewing
stand is to be placed at East Sixth and
Superior where notables from state and
A library club has recently been orcity government wil review the parade.
ganized composed of students interested
in library work. The purpose of the new McGorray's Again
group is to improve library service for Bac.ll, Carroll
Mr. John J. O'Malley of the McGorray
its patrons.
John P. Kuziak, sophomore, is presi- Bros. Undertaking Establishment is
dent and Frank Osborne, sophomore, is backil g the Carroll group again this year
secretary. Besides these officers publicity in thel parade.
and statistical committees have been
Th<~ blue and gold clad John Carroll
named.
band will lead the Carroll group again
Suhaldolnik in
this ) ear. Last year in the parade the
band drew considerable favorable comCharge of Club
Mr. Frank Suhaldolnik, librarian, acts ment on its showing and this year
as moderator for the group, while the promises to do even better with its sixty
Rev. Louis ]. Pub!, S. J., outlines the pieces.
work of the club.
Erhetrdt
New books in the library include: Dictionary of American Biography, The Ox- Hea Is Committee
ford Dictionary, Encyclopedia of Social
Henry Erhardt heads the committee in
Sciences, Mythology of All Races. The charg-e of the arrangements for the CarTitles of other recent additions can be
roll !;tudents. He was assisted by Wilobtained by noting the book covers posted
on the bulletin boards at the entrance to liam Brennan, Wallace Roth, John Hyland, and Gene O'Donnell.
the reading room.

Organize New
Library Club

When the highways are sli~~k
And the mercury slides,
Travel by phone
And avoid tht> cold rides.

-:::;::;--~
Whjen the going is "ho~
It's a very good plan
To jlravel by phon«>,
And relax by the fan.

When the weather ito~ cloudy,
(We'll say it again)
Travt•l by phone
And stay out of the rain.

Irony and Skeptici m
Part of Moderism
The tone-poem expresses the struggle
of mankind with itself and the futility
culminates in the sad interrogatory end
which docs not bring satisfaction even to
Strauss himself. The Nietzschean concept of the Superman is destroyed with
the my tery that surrounds life and so
Strau s, like other moderni ts, becomes
ironical, sceptical and is reduced to
de pair. He mocks at life, religion, and
emotions, and the defeat on the part of
the composer is accentuated by the fact
that he prefers to let his ideal escape to
the Unknown rather than look for its
solution elsewhere. The audience, too, is
left puzzled and befooled, but even though
it seems to realize that trauss, in reality,
is mocking at them, the mystery piques
their curiosity. In a novelty of expresion which relics 011 the materialistic,
Strau fails utterly in the purpose for
whit-h art was crt'ated. •Thus modernism
in general (for Strau s is not the only
one) . adhering stubbornly to its misconception of life mocks itself into
ine1·itable defeat.

But if eveJr~· thi-ng I)Oints
To a beautiful day,
Just phom~ them you're coming,
And he on your wa)··

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.'
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Carroll's
Vanities
By Chuck Heaton
GOOD LUCK
You have all probably read about
Mike Koken's new coaching position
at North Carolina State. Mike along
with Tom Yarr had tough luck, athletically speaking, while at John Carroll. He is now going to a school
that had a fine team last year and
should go places next season as they
lost few players through graduation.
It is with the best wishes for luck
and success in the future from both
the students and faculty at Carroll
that Mike takes up his new duties.

• • • •
CAGERS FINISH
The passing of the basketball
season is a welcome thing at John
Carroll. At the Reserve game we
had quite a crowd of Streak cheerers who made enough noise to disprove the cry that Carroll lacks
school spirit. However the greatest
ardour is killed when your opponent scores 24 consecutive points
without retaliation. It is tough sitting in the stands and watching
such an onslaught as occurred in
the game with the Red Cats and
in the first half of the Yellow
Jacket contest, and it must be even
harder for the players down on the
floor. Our consolation is things in
the future look much brighter for
the basketball squad loses no players through graduation and only
Beutdfct and Breen will be absent
when the boys start tossing the
pigskin around.

• • • •
BIG FOUR STARS
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Streak Netter s Start Season
Soon Aided by Outdoor Courts

Blue Streaks End Disastrous
Cage Season With Three Losses

Tennis is to be again included on the
list of Carroll athletic activities. The
Streaks had a tennis schedule last season
but had little success, bad weather causing postponement of all but two matches
and the e two were lost by lop-sided
scores. However, the racquet weildcrs
look forward to this spring as a new
page in Carroll's tennis history.
The main reason for our failure Ia t
year was that the facilities for the sport
were inadequate and not in the caliber of
the players. Most of the practice took
place in the St. Ignatius gym and indoor
practice is not conducive to outside victories. AI o the nettcrs never had 'l
coach and the captain of the team was
the one who selected the players for the
various matches.
This year it is expected that tennis
·will be handled in a different manner. In
the first place arrangements are going to
be made to get some outside courts to
practice on, University courts if possible.
If these cannot be gotten there are several
gravel courts at Bellefaire which undoubtedly can be had and which would be
good enough to practice on if not to play
A Track Team?
For many years, John Carroll
University's athletic activities
have been limited to football,
basketball, and tennis. This year
may witness the commencement
of track on the Carroll sports
program. The athletic board has
shown their endorsement of
track by setting aside an appropriation for this purpose.
However, two obstacles confronting the inauguration of a
team. The coaching of the team
presents a serious difficulty at
this time. The second problem
involves the procuring of a suitable practice site. University
School's field, if obtainable, could
be used for workouts.
I£ a team is formed, meets will
likely be arranged with Reserve,
Case, Baldwin-Wallace, Akron,
Toledo, and Oberlin, in addition
to the "Big 1" meet scheduled at
Berea for May 29-30.

Ward Powell, big Baldwin-Wallace center seems to be the idol of
the Yellow Jackets' fans as he got
a great ovation as he left the game
last Saturday. Ward has amassed 653
points during his collegiate career
but has not been scoring as frequently this year as in past seasons probably due to the fact that the new
rules hamper his style. Never a good
floor man or an expert shot except
from the pivot position, he looked
C
--particularly clumsy in the Carroll Honie ourse to Increase
fracas. We wouldn't trade one Gene !Interest in Golf; "Blind Bogey,"
Wolanski for a couple of Ward Pow- :Match Play Tournament on Bill
ells. Norm Schoen looked particular_ __
ly good, playi!lg a ~e all around
Spring, and the opening of the golf
game. Norm 1s a f1ne passer and season are just around the corner. The
shot, and possesses that co-ordination coming season holds great prorni e for all
characteristic of all great athletes. Carroll golf addicts as they now have
Watching him play basketball you a home course just' a few mashie shots
can easily see why he is the most north of the campus. In view <~f these
versatile athlete in the Big Four.
conditions an ambitious program has been
• • * •
arranged, which is de igned to promote
good fellowship and organized competiALL AMERICANS?
tion among all loyal Carroll "sod-choppers."
Reserve athletics are at their peak with
The opening shot will be a "blind
two athletes rating po sible All American. Ray Zeh, that sma hing fullbad<, bogey'' tournament in which all have an
wa picked on Phillip E. Lyon's All-Phi equal chance for the various prizes, be
Gamma Delta team in the monthly pub- they dub or professional. The grand slice
lication of Lehigh University. Willie will be the J. C. U. match play chamFleishman, flashy Red Cat forward, was pionship, with a trophy going to the winsupposed to be looked over by an All ner. Should time and weather permit,
American scout during the Western Re- additional events will be arranged.
All students intere ted in golf are reserve-Case game and if his chances depended on this game he has a forward quested to meet on Thursday, March 12,
berth cinched. Bill added 21 points to at 12:00 o'clock in room 139. At thi
his total in this contest and leads the Big brief meeting, entries for the "blind
Four in scoring. Another player at Re- bogey" will be taken and final plans disserve who rates as one of the best bas- cussed-(yes! "blind bogey" will be exketball men in the Ohio Conference is plained.)
So come on you Carroll bushwackers,
Wallie Katzenmcyer, the stellar Reserve
guard. Rather out shone by the highseor- get out the old clubs and tune up that
ing Fleishman and Kelker, Wallie has rusty swing. This will be your opporbeen coming into his own lately. He is tunity to have a barrel of fun and, perone of the best guards that has played on haps, to win one of• those prizes. Don't
forget that each and every Carroll stua Cleveland court in recent years.
dent who plays golf, or plays at it, is
urged to get in on the fun.
NEW COACH
Although we haven't a new coach yet, BILLIARDS
The greatest Irick shot billiat·d player
it cannot be long now. The only definite
information to be had is that the athletic of t'lem all, Charlie Peterso11 of St. Louis,
board has reduced the list of applicants is maki~tg his amwal tour of colleges a11d
to three who c names will be presented universities. He is called tire fath er of
to Father Rodman for a final selection. inter-collegiate billiards because of the
The final selection can not be withheld fine work he lras datil! i11 in.Jroducing
much longer because spring football prac- billi01•ds into 1Jario11s schools. W ithi11 a
tice is scheduled to begin the latter part few u•ecks Ire will be at Case and if yoa
of this month. The other Big Four schools are iuterested i11-billiards Jw gh'l!s an exopen their gridiron activities March 23. hibitio11 well worth watching.

Golfers Plan· Big
Season at Carroll

* *

• •

on. An attempt is also being made to get
at least a faculty advisor if not a coach
who can run off tournaments and make
the selection of players.
The schedule arranged is not complete but the Big Four opponents arc already on it. Two games are to be played
with each of these just as during the
basketball season. Carroll has some good
material back from last year. "Red"'
Schedel, captain and fir t singles man of
last season's team, returns. Others who
saw action last spring were Harry Lance,
Ben Belkin, and Tom Sweeney. Western Reserve is probably the toughest team
to be encountered. They boast the greatest amount of individual talent in this
district. Among this number are Brent
Baxter, Martin Miller, and Emmet Dowling who both went high in the Cleveland Press tournament for the past two
summers. Hal Chilar, basketball star,
also ranks at the top.

Blue and Gold Cager Fall Before Kent, Re erve,
Baldwin-Wallace in Final Contests;
Gene \Volan ki, Bobbie Thomp on Play Good Ball
By Tom McGorray

In a bra,·e but unamiling attempt to salvage some consolation from
a disastrous sea on, John Carroll",- Blue treak: uccumbed before the
quintets of Kent tate, \\'estern Reserve and Baldwin-\Vallace. This ends
another ba ·kctball ea on, which can ju::;t a- well be erra eel from the
book , for the treaks were able to win but four games while they wer
on the losinn- end of fourteen .
The Kent taters came to town, anxious to atone for the one point
defeat aclmini~tered by Carroll in the first game of the season. Their fast

Ne'w Cager

l(olien Signs at
N. Carolina State

\ViJJie Fleishman
High corer

Carroll's Assistant Football
And Head Basketball Coach
To Instruct Tarheel Backs
Mike Koken, former Carroll basketball
coach, is leaving for the southland this
week to add another chapter to his colorful career in the athletic world. He will
join the coaching staff of the Univer ity
of North Carolina, headed by his old
friend and coach while at otre Dame,
Hartley "Hunk" Anderson.
Koken to Coach
Backfield
"Mike" will specialize in backfield
coaching. He is qualified for this job by
the splendid mstruction tl1at he received at
Notre Dame. He served a two year apprenticeship under the old master Knute
Rockne and played varsity ball for three
years under Anderson. His talent was
kept in reserve for two of these years
when he served as substitute for :Marchmont Schwartz who rated an all-American berth at the half-back position. In
his senior year after Schwartz's graduation Mike proved his real worth by turning in a job pf halfbacking the equal of
any in the country. His play was a bright
spot in the otherwise disastrous season for
Notre Dame.
Pro Ball
With Boston
After graduation in 1933 :Mike wa
signed as a halfback by the Boston Indians and played that season with them
in the National Professional League. In
the spring of 1934 Tom Yarr, Notre
Dame's All-American center of 1931 was
selected as coach. He brought in Koken to train the backfield in the Notre
Dame system.
At the end of the 1935 football sea on
which ended elisa trously for Carroll, he
was released along with Yarr but continued as basketball coach until his contract expired March 1.
AU State
In Basketball
Koken began his atJ,lctic career at
South High School in Youngstown, Ohio,
"here he gained a wide reputation as an
all-around athlete, tarring in football and
rating nomination as All-State forward
in basketball. He went to 'otrc Dame
on a basketball scholarship but never
played on the cage squad because hi football ability was discovered before he had
a chance to perform on the hardwood.
Youngstown Boys
At N. Carolina
1feanwhile Anderson had resigned at
Notre Dame and been appointed head
coach at North Carolina State. Under
his direction the "Tarheels" ha\·e risen to
national promi11ence losing only one game
last year. Koken will have under his direction many players from his old home
town, as Xorth Carolina has drawn largely on Yow1gstown talent four co-captains
in the last four years hailing fr om there.
Frosh Numerals
The following fre hmen will be
awarded football numeral·: Doman. ki,
Fahey, Fatica, Garapic, Hughc·, Kenneally, Konkol, ~falia, ;.rc:.:amec.:, I'ore!!a ]. :empbcrger, S.
cmbt:rgcr,
Szudy, \\'i lson, \Viswasser, Zarachowicz, Zelenznik. The three managers
are Corrigan, Devlin, and Peters.

and deceptive passing attack kept the Carrollites in hot water during the fir t half
and this combined with uncany _hooting
from a distance, gave the Teachers a six
point ad\'<lntage which they ucceeded in
holding to the final whi tic. Glen Garrett
and Bob Thompson led the Streaks with
twelve point apiece, while Lohr garnered
the most points for the winners.

Carroll went down to their fifth Big
Four defeat at Cathedral Latin gym, when
the Reserve quintet ran up a big score
to defeat them 49-29. Big Bill Fleishman
whose 237 points leads the district in
coring, wa the main cog in the visitor's
attack when he added 18 points to his
total. Gene \\'olanski, although a marked man by the Red Cat defense, converted
three field goals and two fouls into 8
points. The inability of the Strc;.ks to
make their shots roll into the hoop p.1rtly
accounts for the big difference in the
score.
Streaks End
Season at Berea

Above is /fin M osovsky, the
the new varsity m....., whom
you have undoubtedly seeJ.J ;.,
action during the past few
weeks. Jim was out for basketball at the beginning of the
season but was cut from the
squad. How ever be was welcomed back to the fold with
open arms when the semester
tests played such havoc with
the ranks of the hardwooders.
Jim played varsity ball for two
years at Cathedral Latin. Although not a brilliant player he
is a steady, dependable performer, being a fair shot, a
good ball handler and a fine
floor man. Jim really likes basketball and has that winning
spirit. As he is only a sophomore much is expected of him
in the next two years.

15~

The Streaks brought their season to a
close last Saturday night by absorbing
another defeat at the hands of Baldwin"'allace at the Berea Armory. The Yellow Jackets came up against a far differem bra.n.d of basketball tban they met
some time ago when Carroll played them
to a tandstill during the greater part of
the game, only los ing in the final minutes
of play. Saturday night's ga'lle was a
listless exhibition, with the Streaks ringing up but three points in the first half
while their apponents marked up 25. From
that point the Bereans went ahead to
win by a score of 42-20.
Wolanski Seems
Best in Big Four
Although Gene Wolanski failed to score
as many points as he did in the first game,
nevertheles he again proved his right to
the center post on the All Big Four Quintet. He managed to score three field goals
and two fouls for a total of 8 points while
holding Ward Powell, his nearest competitor for the position to five markers.
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The Stage Is Set-But It

Took Many Men Many Hours
It may be a little late to sing H osannas
about "Yellow Jack" and yet there is a
tremendous amount of work for wh ich
credit is due.
A certain group of men gave unstintingly of their efforts back-stage and in
the Little Theatre Society off ice. F or
weeks before the stage was set Clayton
Lange and Jack English were go ing over
the Carroll stage with a tape measure,
getting minute measurements for the ir
set. Later, time was spent in purchas ing the materials for the buliding of the
set and yet when this work was com..(>leted the work had only begun. It was
art impossibility unless there would be
some aid from outside.
Gradually some men came in to help
for a few minutes and ended by phoning
home to say that they would be staying
at school overnight. The first of these
men, Bill Carrier and Vince F ornes discovered much to their amazement that
they were really experts with the needle
and thread. It was only a short time be_fore Dan Cantillon and Bill R ogers .came
around, and, with the aid of these men,

real progress was made in the construetion of the set.
One man, intere ted in "Yellow Jack"
from the start, namely, Cookie McCarthy,
found his enthusiasm fo r the set and fo r
his part in the play reaching such a degree that he moved into Bernet Hall for
a week.
The cast at last started to give a hand
in the con<>t ruction depa rtment, when Wi!
Schedel, Bud Ryan and Tom O'Connell
came around and lent their muscle. Keith
\Vebster, Otto Longo, and Dick White
were other men who somehow managed
to Ia t the seventeen hour working day
(and night) that the backstage crew imposed upon themselves.
However the backstage crew was not
the only part of the production that contr ibuted to the play's ar tistic and financial
uccess. \Ve have J im my Cavanaugh as
head of the costume committee, and Bill
Reidy on the patron committee. \ Vi thout
th ese men giving the impetus to their
various jobs the play could not have
been succes fu l.

Second Symposium
Held at Notre Dame
Last night the Cleveland Catholic
Collegiate Council under the supervision of the Rev. Clifford Le May,
] ., presented its ymposium at :t\ otre
Dame College. Che ter B. Lynn, president of the Carroll sodality presided
at the meeting.
Ca rroll men who spoke before the
large audience composed of members
of Notre Dame faculty and college
women, augmented by a generous gathering of Ca r roll tudents were Eugene
F. Glea on '36, joseph P. Sullivan '37,
and H. Meade '38. The e papers in addition to those presented by representatives of Ursuline College,
otre
Dame College and St. John's School
of Nurs ing, deal w ith current topics
especially interesting to the Catholic
youth in collegiate circles.
According to the tentative schedule
the symposium will be pre ented at St.
Jame Parish in Lakewood, Ursuline
College and St. John's chao! of Tursing. Negotiations a re a lso under way
for engagements before interested adult
groups throughout the city.

Philip Morris

Offers Prizes
In an effort to acquaint the Carroll
student body with its product the company spon.oring Philip Morris cigarettes has inaugurated an advcrti -ing
campaig nin the University. Prize will
be awarded those eleven lucky students who~e names arc drawn from the
box in the entrance of the cafeteria.
To secure a chance to win, all one
need do, according to the span ors is
to buy a package of Philip ;,rorris cigat-ettes, tear off the back of the package, write his name on this paper and
depo it thi paper in the receptacle
which ha been placed at the cafeteria
entrance. Thi depo itory ·wil !remain
at this location during the sixteen day
of the contest's du ration.
On ::O.Iarch 27, Don Birmingham, president ()f the Carroll Union will draw
the eleven winning tickets, and the
prize., rumored to be a great quantity of cigarettes will be distributed.

Bish op to Address

Student Convocation
\Vhen
the ~fost Rev. Joseph
chrembs, D.D .. Dbhop of Cle,·eland
make his appearance before the student body of the L'nivt!rsity on \Veclnesday, ~!arch 18, the occasion will
mark the fir$! time that Hi ExcelIeney has vi~itcd the new John Carroll
in an official capacity.
In accepting the im·itation tendered
by the Rev. Edward J. Bracken, . J,,
Dean on behalf o[ the Carroll faculty
and student bod)•, His Excellency announced last week that he would speak
at the student a,;sembly on the day before his namcsday.
A. the fir . t guest speaker to grace
the Carroll \\'cekly assemblies, the 1Io·t
Rev. Bi~hop will inaugurate a seric.;
during which invitation· to speak will
be issued to the leaders of the ,·arious
professional field . School authorities
deem it especially fitting that Bi~hop
. chrcmbs, the leader of Catholic Action in the diocese. hould open the
lecture serie~ in Cleveland"s only Catholic men' 1.: niversity.

qor centuries the world has gone
to the Near East for its flavors and
aromas and spices.

. . . and today Chesterfield imports thousands of bales of tobacco from Turkey
and Greece to add flavor and fragrance
to Chesterfield Cigarettes.
Turkish tobacco is expenstve. The
import duty alone is 3 5 cents a pound.
But no other place except Turkey and
Greece can raise tobacco of this particular aroma and flavor.
This Turkish tobacco, blended
with our own American tobaccos in
the co·rrect proportions to bring out
the finer qualities of each tobacco,
helps to make Chesterfields outstanding for mildness and for better taste.

for mildness
.. for better taste
C 1936, LJCGBTr & MYHS ToBACCO Co.

